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lollection Number: MF 028
Collection Name: "The Last Smokehouse" Film Project

v#

Interviewer Truppin,Andrea
lDepositor:

Address Truppin, Andrea
& phone: 1011 Ginter Avenue
Iowa City,IA52240

0185,0186

#

Narrator:

Address
& phone:

Descriptionz 2604 Truppin, Andrea. [1989]. Maine: [coast]. Tapes: Two VHS video cassettes
(approx. 3/4 hrs.). Accession consists of two VHS videotapes received from filmmaker
Andrea Truppin relating to her 1989 film project about the dying of the herring smoking
industry on the coast of Maine. The project was called "The Last Smokehouse" [not full
titlel. One video contains a dub of a rough cut (?) of the film (ca. 30 mins.) and the
other contains a ten minute segment possibly prepared as a demo for fundraising or
promotion. No other information available at time of accessioning.
Recordings: V 0185 and V 0186 (VHS)

Related Collections
& Accessions

Restrictions Work appears to have become a commercially published film/video, but is probably
difhcult to come by. Copies for researchers under Fair Use is probably permissible, but an

Formats Included Video: Two VHS video cassettes (dubs from film supplied by filmmaker).

Notes Video
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NA 2604

Depositor Name: Truppin,Andrea

Depositor Truppin, Andrea
Address: 1-011 Ginter Avenue
Description:

Number:

Phone: 3l-9-3 54-4986
Fax:
Email:

2604 Truppin, Andrea. t19891. Maine: Icoast].
Tapes: Two \IHS video cassettes (approx. 3/4 hrs. ) .
Accession consists of two WIS videotapes received from
filmmaker Andrea Truppin relating to her 1989 film
project about the dying of the herring smoking industry
on the coast of Maine. The project was ca11ed "The
One video contains
Last Smokehouse" [not fuI1 title].
a dub of a rough cut (?) of the film (ca. 30 mins. ) and
the other contains a ten minute segrment possibly
prepared as a demo for fundraising or promotion. No
other information available at time of accessioning.
v185, v185

Video: Two VHS video casseLLes (dubs from film
supplied by filmmaker) .

to have become a commercially published
film/video, but is probably difficult to come by.
Copies for researchers under Fair Use is probably
permissible, but an attempt to locate the filmmaker
for all other uses is advised [Note ]-989 address].

Work appears

Final version (?) appears to be posted on Facebook https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=RNhl-nmKGNQ (kjs, 04/12/2021)

